INTRODUCTORY STATEMENT
RI-95, LLC (“Applicant”) has retained my professional land use planning and zoning consulting
services (“Consultant”), in order to evaluate the proposed ‘by-right’ 20 MW AC ’Photovoltaic
Solar Energy System’ (hereinafter ‘PSES’) Development. The rarity by which the referenced
land use is permitted as a matter-of-right cannot be overstated.

This Consultant has now

proffered a professional opinion on no fewer than three (3) or so dozen solar installations of
varying size statewide, and it is almost always certain that some level of Zoning Board of
Review intervention has been necessary.

It is almost improbable to realize full ‘use’ and

‘dimensional’ compliance. Furthermore, as it pertains to the Town of Hopkinton specific, there
has been a clear mandate to avoid any further incursion into any prohibitive district, most
notably all residential districts. It is therefore a difficult proposition to locate a properly zoned
commercial or manufacturing property; particularly one that can accommodate a solar facility
installation in a manner that is fully dimensional compliant and realizes little, to no, visual
intrusion. It is equally unfathomable that a solar facility installation is reviewed pursuant to a
community’s Development Plan Review (“DPR”), rather than triggering the more overly intrusive
Land Development Project, regulations.

This Consultant can only surmise that is a clear

indication of the Town’s confidence in their ability to realize an appropriately designed solar
installation, without the need for excessive regulatory review. The Town of Hopkinton Planning
Board (“PB”) has had extensive experience in this regard, as evidenced by the vast number of
solar facility installations that have been pursued over the last several years. This Consultant is
well aware of this fact, having personally reviewed and offered expert opinion on several such
installations; now foregoing any development proposal other than that which is deemed
appropriate and permissible in accordance with all local regulations.
Albeit community officials has been rendered somewhat frustrated by the inundation of solar
facility installations due to their prominent placement in residential districts (at times without
regard to abutting residences), they nevertheless permit them as a matter-of-right within all
Commercial Districts. This is no small fact, merely necessitating that community and applicant
alike work towards the most productive and neighborhood friendly design plausible.

To

reiterate, PSESs are solely directed to the quite limited ‘Commercial’ and ‘Manufacturing’
Districts. Solar development, given its passive nature and ability to be accommodated in almost
all environments without any resulting negative impact, should be supported in almost all zoning
designations. Nevertheless this Consultant also acknowledges that regulatory compliance is of
the utmost importance, and usually the ultimate arbiter of what is deemed appropriate.
Therefore, a site that is not only physically appropriate, but also regulatory compliant, can and
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As this report will evidence, given the scale of development in

relationship to overall vast property size and limitless by-right possibility of land usage that is far
more intrusive and environmentally insensitive, the proposed PSES Development will be most
appropriate. In addition to being regulatory compliant (acknowledging the by-right nature of the
referenced land use), this report will also evidence the development’s consistency with the
respective goals and objectives of the Comprehensive Plan. In light of the requested proposal,
this Consultant has conducted a thorough analysis of the proposed PSES Development and
compared it to the respective goals and objectives of the following regulatory documents:
o Town of Hopkinton, RI, 2016 Comprehensive Plan - Town Council adopted 5 February 2018
(“Comprehensive Plan”);
o Town of Hopkinton Zoning Ordinance, inclusive of the recently amended (2019) Solar
Ordinance (“Ordinance”);
o Town of Hopkinton Land Development and Subdivision Regulations (“Development
Regulations”);
o State of Rhode Island Office of Energy Resources - Solar Siting Information - February 2019
(“Solar Siting”);
o State of Rhode Island - Renewable Energy Guidelines: Solar Energy Systems, Model
Ordinance Templates, Zoning, and Taxation - February 2019 (“Renewable Guidelines”);
o State Guide Plan Element Report No. 120 - Energy 2035 - Rhode Island State Energy Plan
- Approved 8 October 2015 (“State Energy Plan”);
o RI Comprehensive Planning Standards Guidance Handbook Series - Guidance Handbook
No. 9 - Planning for Energy - Revised June, 2018 (“Energy Guidance Handbook”);
o RI Comprehensive Planning Standards Manual - Revised 14 June 2018 (“Standards
Manual”);
o Pertinent Rhode Island General Law (“RIGL”);
o Conducting a thorough analysis of the general neighborhood that is bounded by
Interstate-95, Palmer Circle, and Woodville Alton Road; and
o Several site inspections and reviewing Property Record Data for land use assessment
purposes.
The purpose for the subject analysis is to evaluate the appropriateness of the proposed PSES
development, in light of the regulations associated with the recently amended solar ordinance,
as well as standards for the granting of the DPR.
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‘SOLAR ENERGY’ NEED
This Consultant has previously detailed on numerous occasions before both the Hopkinton PB
and numerous other Boards and Commissions throughout the State of Rhode Island, the
importance of a well-balanced comprehensive energy program; realizing provision of energy
from both fossilized and non-fossilized (renewable) sources. It is the state’s objective, pursuant
to RIGL 39-26, that a minimum 38.5% threshold of all electricity sold in the state, result from
renewable energy resources [Renewable Guidelines - Page 5]. Furthermore, pursuant to the
State Energy Plan, there is an expectation that by 2035 the state could have upwards of 1,800
MW of solar energy. An even more aggressive approach was established in March 2017,
when the Governor issued an Executive Order, mandating provision of 1,000 megawatts of
clean energy by the end of 2020.

In order to accomplish these important, albeit difficult

objectives, a series of studies / documents were executed with the assistance of statewide
public outreach, inclusive of the Town of Hopkinton; all of which took place prior to the recent
2019 solar amendment. Interestingly enough, the resulting broad-based guidelines and model
zoning ordinance, are well reflected to some degree in the Hopkinton solar ordinance.

The

following are recommendations from the various state documents, followed by the express
language in the Town’s 2019 solar amendment.
Advisory Working Group - Renewable Energy Siting Principles - March 2018
“Encourage renewable energy development on commercial and industrial zoned land,
on already developed land, and in other locations with environmental alterations such as
closed landfills, brownfields, parking lots, commercial and residential rooftops, sand and
gravel pits.” [Solar Siting - Page 14] [Renewable Guidelines - Page 6]
13. “…If Solar panels and all associated equipment are considered structures. The entirety of
all structures and associated equipment constituting the PSES shall cover no more than 75%
of Commercial and Manufacturing zoned parcels.…” [Town 2019 Amended Solar Ordinance]

GENERAL PROPERTY AND NEIGHBORHOOD DESCRIPTION
The property that is the focus of the PSES development is addressed 0 Palmer Circle, further
designated Assessor Map 11, Lot 47A, and containing in excess of 252-acres of total land area
(“Property”), is presently unimproved.

The Property is unusually configured, and technically

defined as a through-lot, having direct frontage on both Interstate-95 and Palmer Circle. The
Property is predominantly undisturbed, with a cleared vegetative pocket and wetlands area
located towards the easterly side of the Property, almost fronting Palmer Circle. Furthermore,
there are some wetland pockets scattered throughout, primarily along the perimeter of the
Property.

Finally, there is a rather deminimus historical cemetery located along the

northeasterly side of the Property. Otherwise, the Property is entirely unencumbered, readily
capable of being developed for commercial purposes.
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The Property is surrounded by a mixture of both non-residentially and residentially zoned
parcels.

In fact, outside of the pocket of properties abutting the Interstate-95, Exit 1

interchange, this is perhaps the area with the most consideration for both commercial and
manufacturing development town-wide, as evidenced by the Comprehensive Plan.
Policy Con 7: “Concentrate major development and community facilities in the established
villages within the environmental limitations of these areas, primarily Ashaway and Hope
Valley, and with Exits 1 and 2.” [Page 19]
Economic Development Element: “The Town would like to focus future larger-scale
economic development initiatives around Exit 1 and Exit 2…” [Page 66]
Once again, the Property physically abuts two (2) distinct roadways, to include Interstate-95
along a portion of its northerly property boundary, and Palmer Circle. Furthermore, the Property
is in proximate distance of the Interstate-95, Exit 2 interchange (supporting commercial
development as evidenced above), and Woodville Alton Road. The referenced roadways are
individually described below:
1. Interstate-95 - In excess of 800 linear of frontage along the northerly property boundary.
Exit 2 interchange is literally within 2,500-feet distance of the Property; a well-detailed site
feature in support of commercial development. The roadway portion of Interstate-95 in the
Town of Hopkinton, is classified a ‘Limited Access Interstate Highway.’ The referenced
roadway classification is defined pursuant to the Comprehensive Plan [Page 56], in the
following manner:
o Expressway: “An expressway is designed specifically for high speed travel. Since an
expressway has controlled access, no at-grade intersections and no parking, it functions as
a highly efficient carrier. The interstate highway provides the highest level of travel mobility
and no direct property access. I-95 in Hopkinton is a limited access interstate highway
with interchanges at Main Street (Route 3 at Exit 1) and Woodville-Alton Road (Exit 2).
The interstate crosses through central Hopkinton from Connecticut to Richmond, a distance
of approximately 5.7 miles.”
2. Woodville Alton Road - Albeit not physically contiguous, it is situated within a mere 1,100
feet of the Property entrance on Palmer Circle, providing direct access to the Exit 2
interchange. The roadway is classified a ‘Major Rural Collector’ and defined pursuant to the
Comprehensive Plan [Page 56], in the following manner:
o Collector: “A collector delivers traffic from local residential roads to the arterial. Land
access is a secondary function of the collector street but is generally less restrictive than on
arterials.. A minor amount of through traffic can be carried by a major collector. Minor
collectors most often provide movement of local traffic within residential areas. There are
22.80 miles of classified major collectors and 19.90 miles of classified minor collectors in
Hopkinton.”
3. Palmer Circle - There is approximately 310 linear feet along the easterly property
boundary. The referenced roadway classification is defined pursuant to the Comprehensive
Plan [Page 56], in the following manner:
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o Local: “There are approximately 100 miles of local roads in Hopkinton, most of which are
paved. They provide direct access to abutting properties and serve to provide low levels of
mobility to and from collectors and arterials.”
The following illustration, excerpted from the Town’s GIS, details all of the previously identified
Property and roadway characteristics.

In addition to zoning and site selection appropriateness, is the all important minimal residential
presence. There is literally only a handful of appropriately zoned properties that are presently
improved with residences; two (2) of which are situated to the immediate south of the proposed
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solar facility installation, and the rest to the east, opposite the area to remain unimproved. The
nearest residence will be situated approximately 890-feet distance, otherwise the separation is
in excess of 1,100-feet. In addition to the physical separation, is the vast thick vegetated buffer
situated between the few referenced residences and solar facility array proper. The following is
a detailed listing of the parcels surrounding the Property and manner in which they are currently
improved. This Consultant has also included an approximate distance from proximate
residences to the proposed solar array installation proper. It needs to be reemphasized that the
proposed development is a by-right land use. However, all developments, regardless of their
regulatory status, should be introduced in a manner that is most complimentary and compatible
with surrounding land uses. The referenced land use analysis [Credit: Vision Appraisal] was
prepared for that very purpose, to evidence how the proposed by-right usage of property will be
accomplished in a manner that is most considerate of existing neighborhood conditions.

NEIGHBORHOOD CHARACTER
[Immediately Surrounding Land Uses]
Map - Lot

Address

Acreage

Zoning
District

Present Land Usage

11 - 47A
[Subject
Property]

0 Palmer Circle

252 Acres

Commercial
Special

Unimproved

8 - 36

336 Woodville Road

195 Acres

RFR-80

Single-Family

8 - 37

0 Woodville Road

21 Acres

RFR-80

Unimproved

8 - 38

0 Woodville Road

5.6 Acres

RFR-80

Unimproved

8 - 39

0 Woodville Road

59.3 Acres

RFR-80

Unimproved

8 - 54

0 Woodville
Alton Road

47 Acres

RFR-80

Unimproved

11 - 36

0 Main Street

52.3 Acres

Manufacturing

Unimproved

11 - 37

0 Main Street

3.6 Acres

Manufacturing

Unimproved

11 - 42

57 Friel Farm Road

60 Acres

RFR-80

Unimproved

11 - 44

29 Cedar Drive

28.68 Acres

RFR-80

Single-Family

11 - 44D

6 Red Fox Lane

3.81 Acres

RFR-80

Single-Family

11 - 44E

1 Red Fox Lane

3.21 Acres

RFR-80

Single-Family

11 - 44F

10 Red Fox Lane

30.72 Acres

RFR-80

Single-Family

11 - 44G

0 Red Fox Lane

8.34 Acres

RFR-80

Unimproved
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Map - Lot

Address

Acreage

Zoning
District

Present Land Usage

11 - 45

46 Palmer Circle

Unknown

RFR-80

13-Unit Condo
Residential

11 - 45A

289 Woodville
Alton Road

3 Acres

Commercial

Single-Family

11 - 46

46 Palmer Circle

21 Acres

Commercial

Single-Family

11 - 47D

65 Palmer Circle

5.9 Acres

Commercial
Special

Solar Facility

11 - 47C

53 Palmer Circle

4.8 Acres

Commercial
Special

Single-Family
[Non-Conforming]

11 - 47

41 Palmer Circle

13.4 Acres

Commercial
Special

Out-Buildings
[Non-Conforming]

11 - 47B

31 Palmer Circle

1.2 Acres

Manufacturing

Single-Family
[Non-Conforming]

11 - 48

85 Palmer Circle

11 Acres

Commercial

Single-Family
[Non-Conforming]

11 - 49A

2 - 24 Heather Lane

Unknown

RS

12-Unit Condo
Residential

11 - 49B

2 - 16 Pond
View Drive

Unknown

RS

8-Unit Condo
Residential

11 - 50

0 Palmer Circle

1.95 Acres

RS

Unimproved

11 - 51

299 Woodville
Alton Road

39.18 Acres

RS

Commercial
Country Club

11 - 51A

2 - 20 Palmer Circle

Unknown

Manufacturing

10-Unit Condo
Residential

The almost non-presence of surrounding residences, particularly those that will have any
significant direct view of the proposed improvements, directly contribute to the appropriateness
of introducing a passive ‘by-right’ solar facility.

The detailed existing neighborhood

improvements and vast presence of forested areas throughout, are well illustrated on the
following pages [Credit: Google Earth, and Applicant’s Submission Package, respectively].
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It is abundantly clear, pursuant to the submitted illustration, that a solar installation at the
proposed location is most appropriate.

The area is surrounded by a mixture of vast land

resources zoned in a similarly non-residential manner, and several of the proximate residences
are in fact legal non-conforming uses. Furthermore, given existing topography, maintenance of
present mature vegetation, and proposed landscaping improvements, it is the professional
opinion of this land use consultant that the proposed PSES development will be most
compatible, averting neighborhood visual impact.
The Property is presently zoned Commercial Special District.

In fact, the immediate

neighborhood is comprised of a variety of land uses, as detailed in the pre-ceding neighborhood
analysis; non-residential
zoning designations moreso aligned with the proximity
to Interstate-95, and
residential zoning
designations being further
segregated.

The presence

of such vast land resources
dedicated to commercial
and industrial land usage
has been carefully planned,
clearly taking advantage of
the proximity to the
Interstate-95, Exit 2
interchange.

The Town’s

Zoning Map, specifically
‘Map 14 - Existing Zoning
Map’, as excerpted from the
Comprehensive Plan [Page
109] [illustrated to the right]
not only details this fact, but
also evidences the limited
land resources capable of
accommodating solar facility
installations in a regulatory
compliant manner. Locating
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solar facility installations in the ‘Commercial’ and ‘Manufacturing’ districts is well supported by
the Comprehensive Plan.
“Photovoltaic solar energy systems in commercial and manufacturing districts also
provide renewable energy opportunities.” [Page 44]
The referenced district(s) are defined below, as excerpted from the Ordinance and
Comprehensive Plan, respectively.
Section 4. - Division into districts: “The Residential Special, Neighborhood Business
Special, Commercial Special and Manufacturing Special zoning districts are composed of
parcels of property which heretofore were the subject of a zoning map boundary change or
amendment to the text of the prior zoning ordinance and in connection with which the town
council imposed use limitations, conditions, and/or restrictions. The terms of such limitations,
conditions, and/or restrictions shall continue to be applicable to each said property and shall
be deemed readopted and incorporated herein. Except as the limitations, conditions, and/
or restrictions as individually applicable to the property within each said zoning district
are controlling the use and dimensional regulations of this ordinance from the Rural
Farming Residential - 80 district shall apply to the Residential Special district, the
Neighborhood Business district shall apply to the Neighborhood Business Special district, the
Commercial district to the Commercial Special district, and the Manufacturing district to
the Manufacturing Special district.”
DIFFICULTY ASSOCIATED WITH SOLAR FACILITY PLACEMENT
The frustration exhibited by community officials and residents alike in regard to solar facility
installations is somewhat understandable. This Consultant has now proffered expert testimony
on several occasions and the voiced concerns are typically the same, improper placement
amidst residential land resources, resulting in negatively impacting surrounding residences.
This Consultant will never stop arguing certain factual points, most notably the environmental
soundness and neighborhood compatibility of solar facility installations.

Even a ‘by-right’

residential development in those instances has far greater negative consequences than a solar
facility installation, and yet it is now over-shadowed by the associated negative stigma. It is for
this reason why this Consultant now solely supports solar developments that are regulatory
compliant, meaning that their placement is at the direction of community officials. And yet, even
such solar facility installations are now at a cross-roads, regardless of their regulatory
legitimacy. This Consultant reiterates that he fully understands official’s frustrations, however
that is no reason for failing to review the subject solar facility installation in the normal course of
a customary DPR; especially considering the great difficulty in acquiring a property that is
properly zoned and of such massing and scale that it can accommodate the development in a
visually appropriate manner.
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The great difficulty in locating a proper solar facility can be evidenced by several factors, the
most pertinent being the over-whelming manner in which the Town of Hopkinton is zoned
residential, and more specifically the RFR-80 District designation, and how minute are all
remaining zoning designations. Once again, ’Map 14 - Existing Zoning Map’, as excerpted from
the Comprehensive Plan [Page 109], clearly illustrates this point [refer above]. In fact, visually
speaking, the RFR-80 District appears to be imposed on no less than 80% to 90% of all townwide land resources.

The remaining 10% to 20% encompasses all remaining zoning

designations, inclusive of the rather limited ‘Manufacturing’ and ‘Commercial’ Districts, the sole
districts permitting PSES developments as a matter-of-right.

Furthermore, it appears that a

good portion of the referenced limited ‘Manufacturing’ and ‘Commercially’ zoned land resources
are all grouped around the Property. It is therefore abundantly clear that there will be few such
opportunities; in which a proposed PSES is properly situated among properties that are likewise
appropriately zoned.
The Comprehensive Plan [Page 44] likewise acknowledges the difficulties associated with the
introduction of solar facility installations.
Challenges
o “Public awareness and support of climate change, energy efficiency, and renewable
energy alternatives.”

GENERAL ‘PSES’ DEVELOPMENT PROPOSAL
The Applicant seeks permission to construct an approximately ??? MW AC PSES Development
in a permissible manner, however in order to accomplish this the applicant necessitates DPR
approval from the PB. Introduction of the PSES is in direct accordance with the Comprehensive
Plan [Page 29], as it will assist in realizing clean, renewable energy, in furtherance of numerous
state and local energy goals.
Goals, Policies and Recommendations - Natural Resources Goals
Policy NR-5: “Promote energy self-sufficiency using renewable energy and energy
conservation.”
To reiterate, the total combined acreage is approximately 252-acres. The total woodland area to
be cleared is approximately 127-acres (or 50% of the overall property). In fact, actual panel
arrays and associated equipment will be substantially less; referenced area occupying
approximately 43.7-acres (or 17.34%) of the overall land area.

In either instance, whether

discussing cleared woodland area or merely the panel array area, the total acreage is well
below the 75% maximum coverage permitted by Ordinance. The primary objective is to realize
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a development that is dimensionally compliant, solely necessitating DPR approval from the PB;
neither necessitating a zone change and/or zoning relief.
As demonstrated in both the submitted site and landscape plan(s) alike, requisite setbacks, to
include from abutting residential districts (necessitating an increased 100-foot separation) will
realize full dimensional compliance. There has also been an interpretation by the community
that all areas dedicated to physical separation (requisite setbacks) must be maintained in a
naturally vegetated state.

This consultant has previously taken a different stance on this

interpretation, regardless in the subject instance there will be full compliance; all requisite
setbacks maintained in their present condition.

Furthermore, the proposed solar facility

installation will be sufficiently vegetated, assuring visual corridors are minimized, as well as
physically secured via appropriately installed fencing, as are required by Ordinance. Height of
both the referenced fencing and solar panel arrays will be in accordance with the regulations,
with a number of the arrays having a smaller stature (on average) than allowed by Ordinance.
And finally, is introducing vegetated buffering, as needed, to afford appropriate visual screening.
To reiterate, the applicant’s desire is to introduce a solar facility that fully comports with all
requisite dimensional criteria.

The proposed PSES development is illustrated below, as

excerpted by the applicant’s submission package [Credit: Cherenzia & Associates, Ltd.].
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As previously documented, residential presence is quite minimal.

The Property is

predominantly surrounded by Interstate-95 and industrially / commercially zoned land resources
to the North, Northeast, and Easterly sides. There are a few directly abutting residences to the
South and Southeast, however a combination distance (ranging from several hundred to in
excess of 1,100 linear feet) and present thick vast mature vegetation, all but visually obliterate
any direct line-of-sight.

Otherwise, the nearest residences are located in two (2) distinct

developments along Woodlawn Circle and Heather Lane / Pond View Drive. However, there is
considerable distance and numerous obstructions situated between the referenced residences
and the proposed development.
Therefore, given the referenced composition of non-residentially zoned land resources, minimal
residential presence and minimized height of the proposed solar panel arrays, this land use
consultant does not believe that there will be any resulting negative impact. The visual cross
view sections submitted by the Landscape Architect corroborating this conclusion.
Another important consideration is the passive nature of the proposed PSES development, as
compared to other more intensive and intrusive ‘permissible’ commercial land uses [refer
below]. Said land uses being a permanent disturbance on the land and in the neighborhood,
unlike the temporary nature of the proposed PSES development. It also averts the need for
public resources, such as is required by a commercial entity, and resulting potential
environmental impacts. Although, it is true that the proposed PSES development is merely a
temporary stop-gap, it nevertheless deters commercial development for some period of time.
The following illustrates some possible ‘by-right’ and ‘conditionally permissible’ commercial land
uses, which in the professional opinion of this Consultant would be far more intensive and
intrusive.
Section 5 – District Use Regulations
0. Residential Uses

05. Hotels and Motels

Permitted by Right

15. Metals and Minerals Wholesale Uses

151. Coal & Other Minerals

Special Use Permit

16. Construction & General Contractor Uses

161. Heavy Construction, Inc., Excavation Equipment
165. Masonry & Stonework
167. Roofing & Sheet Metal Work

Special Use Permit
Special Use Permit
Special Use Permit
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Special Use Permit
Special Use Permit

27. Printing & Publishing Uses

Special Use Permit

31. Leather & Leather Product Uses
312. Industrial Leather Belts & Packing
313. Boot & Shoe Cut Stock
314. Footwear, except Rubber
315. Gloves & Mittens
316. Luggage
317. Handbags & Other Personal
Leather Goods

Special Use Permit
Special Use Permit
Special Use Permit
Special Use Permit
Special Use Permit
Special Use Permit

32. Stone, Clay & Glass Product Uses
322. Glass & Glassware, Pressed or Blown
323. Glass Products Made of Purchased Glass
328. Cut Stone & Stone Products

Special Use Permit
Special Use Permit
Special Use Permit

34. Fabricated Metal Products, except Ordinance, Machinery & Transportation
Equipment Uses
341. Fabricated Metal Products, except Ordinance,
Machinery & Transportation Equipment

Special Use Permit

39. Miscellaneous Manufacturing Industries
391. Jewelry & Silverware
395. Costume Jewelry, Costume Novelties, Buttons
& Misc . Notions, except Precious Metals

Special Use Permit
Special Use Permit

396. Miscellaneous Manufacturing Uses
3962. Lamp Shades
3966. Umbrellas, Parasols & Canes

Special Use Permit
Special Use Permit

41. Local & Suburban Transit and Passenger Transportation and Related
Service Facility Uses
Numerous Permissible Categories
42. Trucking Transportation & Short Term Truck Storage
421. Local and Long Distance Trucking, without storage

Special Use Permit

46. Warehousing Public & Private Uses

Numerous SUP Categories

50. Wholesale Uses

Numerous Permissible Categories
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52. Retail Trade - Building Materials, Hardware &
Farm Equipment Uses
Numerous Permissible Categories
53. Retail Trade - General Merchandise Uses

Numerous Permissible Categories

54. Retail Trade - Food Uses

Numerous Permissible Categories

55. Automotive Dealers &
Gas Service Station Uses

Numerous Permissible Categories

63. Automotive Repair & Service Uses

Numerous Permissible Categories

64. Miscellaneous Repair Service Uses

Numerous Permissible Categories

77. Hospitals, Sanatoria, Convalescent &
Rest Home Uses
771. General Hospitals

Special Use Permit

[NOTE: The above list is a mere sampling. There are many more ‘by-right’ and ‘conditionally
permissible’ land uses not listed.]

Furthermore, there are vast immediately abutting land

resources that are similarly zoned in a ‘Manufacturing,’ ‘Commercial,’ and ‘Commercial Special
District’ manner; referenced resources likewise capable of being developed for more intensive
and intrusive land uses.
In addition to the detailed litany of permissible and conditionally permissible land uses, is a
unique development feature that is solely associated with the Property. In 1993, the Property
underwent extensive review for the express purpose of introducing a rather intensive mixed-use
development.

The referenced project, otherwise identified as the Brae Bern Country Club

Development (“Brae Bern Development”), did attain all requisite approvals.

It has been the

determination of community officials and legal counsel alike, that in addition to the above
identified land uses the Brae Bern Development is likewise still permissible. The Brae Bern
Development was approved with the following combination of land uses:
a. One (1) hotel and one (1) conference center having a combined total of 200 rooms;
b. One country club;
c. 165 units of residential housing;
d. 18-hole golf course.
It is abundantly clear that such a development will result in seriously impairing the surrounding
neighborhood, most notably in regard to traffic generated. Also, necessary infrastructure, such
as the vast need for water and the handling of sewage, cannot be overlooked. Clearly, these
are requisite site development features that will greatly constrain resources and potentially
impact the environment. Such a development, or any commercial development for that matter,
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must be contrasted with a solar facility installation. A solar facility installation does not generate
any traffic (post construction), does not necessitate any infrastructure, and can be proven to be
environmentally sound.

However, considering that the premier concern in regard to a solar

facility installation is the resulting deforestation and visual intrusion, the associated site design
regulations are much more stringent in addressing such concerns. Community officials have
concluded that all requisite setbacks, to include the more restrictive 100-foot residential setback,
must be maintained in a naturally vegetated state. This must also be contrasted to the Brae
Burn Development, which imposed a condition that 40% of overall land resources be preserved
as open space, however said requirement included the golf course. An average modern golf
course consumes upwards of 150-acres. This vast land disturbance, is exclusive of all other
site improvements, to include the hotel, country club and numerous residential units. It is most
assured that there will be far greater deforestation and site disturbance.
Therefore, the proposed PSES Development can be shown to be directly in accord with the
Comprehensive Plan for a variety of reasons, to include: Introduction of a temporary passive
versus potentially quite intrusive permanent land usage; Averting greater site
disturbance (e.g. tree removal); Averting straining municipal resources (i.e., water and
sewer); and, Attaining reasonable economic development.

COMPREHENSIVE PLAN CONSISTENCY ANALYSIS
A thorough analysis of the Comprehensive Plan was personally completed, and it is the
professional opinion of this Consultant that the proposed PSES development is entirely
consistent with all goals and objectives of the Hopkinton Comprehensive Plan. The following
goals, objectives, policies, and general language, as excerpted from the Comprehensive Plan,
corroborate this conclusion.
Consistency with State Guide Plans “This plan has been prepared to be consistent with the
State Guide Plan, including:” [Page 2]
o Energy 2035 (Report 120)
Energy “Rhode Island’s Energy Plan, Energy 2035 (Report 120), aims to create sustainable
and affordable energy infrastructure that can meet the State’s energy demands and stimulate
economic growth. One of the primary strategies to achieve these goals is to increase fuel
diversity by developing local renewable energy production facilities rather than relying
on out-of-state energy sources.” [Pages 40 - 41]
Strategic Energy Planning “Global energy consumption has increased substantially over the
last century due to economic growth and a changing standard of living. Increased land use
creates a need for growing transmission infrastructure to meet the energy needs of expanding
development. Although Hopkinton has remained rural, its energy demand has increased
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significantly in the past several decades, making energy an essential component of The
Town’s strategic planning process.” [Page 41]
Renewable Energy [Page 43]
“The majority of the energy consumed nationally is generated from nonrenewable foreign
resources. Global competition for fuel sources creates unstable and unpredictable prices, with
the potential for local supply shortages. This indicates a need for locally generated
renewable energy in order to ensure economic security. Renewable energy technology
has evolved to allow rising global energy demands to be met in a more sustainable
way, but it is crucial for this to be implemented on a community level.”
“The Town of Hopkinton can benefit from renewable energy generating technologies as
a way to decrease long term energy costs, increase The Town’s energy independence,
and reduce greenhouse gas emissions. Renewable energy projects also have the
potential to create local jobs, particularly in the fields of construction and professional
and technical services.”
Public Services and Facilities - Goals, Policies and Recommendations [Page 55]
Policy PSF 17 - “Encourage renewable energy projects in the private sector.”
Economic Development - Goals, Policies and Recommendations [Pages 66 - 68]
Goal ED 1: “To provide for the expansion of the town's tax base by encouraging
development of new and existing light and/or heavy industrial & office/commercial business.”
Another important consideration, and one that goes to the core argument of this Consultant
regarding the appropriateness of developing the Property for commercial purposes, specifically
solar development (being a less intensive and intrusive usage of property), is its consistency
with the Comprehensive Plan - Future Land Use Map (“FLUM”). The FLUM actually provides
regulatory guidance on all current and future development decisions. Besides the fact that the
Property continues to be preserved for commercial development purposes, is the supportive
compelling determination by the community that immediately surrounding parcels should
likewise be rezoned to a combination ‘Commercial’ and ‘Manufacturing,’ respectively. This is
clear acknowledgment that the entire general area is intended for future commercial and/or
manufacturing usage, and that any argument to the contrary, especially one that contends that
forested preservation is the preferred land choice, is absolutely in error. In fact, unlike the rather
restrictive and stringent regulatory language associated with a solar facility development (as
interpreted by community officials), a true more intensive and intrusive commercial and/or
manufacturing development, would have far greater impact on both the Property and
surrounding neighborhood. This can be evidenced by both an analysis of the present Use Code
(refer above) as well as the already approved Brae Bern Country Club development.

The
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following language excerpted from the Comprehensive Plan, as well as FLUM illustration,
corroborate this Consultant’s conclusions.

Land Use - Goals, Policies and Recommendations [Page 118]
Goal LU 7: “Use the Future Land Use Plan to update and improve the Zoning Ordinance.”
Policy LU 20: “The Zoning Ordinance should be consistent with the Future Land Use
Map.”
Recommendation 21: “Resolve inconsistencies between the Future Land Use Map and
Zoning Ordinance as identified in this plan.”
“First, the permanently protected open space should be rezoned from RFR-80 to a new Open
Space zoning District. Second, there are five parcels scattered throughout town found to be
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inconsistent with the Future Land Use Map that should be rezoned. They are as
follows:” [Page 110]
AP 11 Lot 47B Owner: James & Jerilyn Palmer
Comprehensive Plan: Commercial
Suggested Zone Change:

Manufacturing To Commercial

Rationale:
1.2 Acre Property with SF dwelling – make Zoning consistent with
previous Future Land Use Maps and identical to surrounding properties
AP 11 Lot 47C Owner: Gary Wilcox
Comprehensive Plan: Manufacturing
Suggested Zone Change:

Commercial Special To Manufacturing

Rationale:
53 Palmer Circle – 4.8 Acre Parcel with SF dwelling - Make Zoning
consistent with previous Future Land Use Maps

CONCLUSION
It is the professional opinion of this Consultant that the proposed ‘by-right’ PSES Development,
is consistent with the Ordinance, Comprehensive Plan as well as the State of Rhode Island
Energy Plan, and is therefore appropriate. My professional opinion is based upon the research
and data presented in this report, as well as the manner in which the proposed system will be
well incorporated into the overall fabric of the surrounding neighborhood. The proposed PSES
Development is in fact a passive, non-intrusive land use, that will realize clean, efficient, and
less costly energy.

It will also realize another much-needed revenue stream.

Finally, tany

associated visual intrusion can be easily rectified through appropriate separation and vegetative
screening.

